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NURSERY

THEME: ANIMAL SAFARI

A safari is an overland journey to observe wild

animals, especially in eastern or southern Africa. It is

an expedition in which people search for animals in

their natural environments. In essence, an animal

safari is a journey into the wilderness to observe free-

roaming wildlife.



ART AND CRAFT - MOBILES 

CAT AND DOG - 03.10.2023
Craft activities help the children to explore and express

their emotions and give a sense of achievement. Based

on the theme “ Animal safari” children made a "Cat and

Dog craft ". They enjoyed sticking and coloring on it.

This made the children more imaginative and creative

and also helped them to develop fine motor skills.



ART AND CRAFT - DRAWING  

Draw a cat using a pattern - 04.10.2023
Drawing improves fine motor skills and creativity. Children drew a 
cat with crayons. This activity develops their imagination. Children
learned to draw the “cat face “ by using the patterns. It develops
movement of the hands, wrists, and fingers, and also it improves
hand and eye coordination and fine motor skills.



TERM 2

INTRA-SCHOOL COMPETITION 
COLOURING – Happy Whale – 06.10.2023

Healthy competition inspires kids to do their best. When students compete
they will become more inquisitive, research independently, and learn to
work with others. They will strive to do more than is required. An intra-
competition on coloring was conducted to enhance the confidence of the 
students. The young kids used a variety of colors. 



SPECIAL EVENT
ANIMAL SAFARI  DAY – 09.10.2023 

An animal safari day was conducted by arranging Domestic animals
and wild animals as models on the table. The teacher introduced
domestic and wild animals, their food, and shelter to children. They
played a game to find their food, and shelter, young ones to their
respective animals. With the help of teachers, children did
“BUNNY" headgear as a take-home activity.



NAVARATRI CELEBRATION  

17.10.2023
The 'Nav' ' ratris' or nine nights are dedicated to the 3 goddesses - 
Lakshmi, Durga, and Saraswathi. In Tamil Nadu, Navaratri is 
celebrated by arranging traditional dolls called Golu in homes, 
shops, and temples. Children celebrated Navaratri with a dance 
performance which is been dedicated to goddesses Durga, Lakshmi, 
and Saraswathi.  Children brought dolls from home and contributed 
to Golu decoration in school. This celebration helped children 
understand how and why Navratri is celebrated.



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
PERSONAL HYGIENE - 26.10.2023

The children were taught about personal hygiene, how 
to keep ourselves clean and our surroundings clean, and 
how to use hygienic food to keep us strong and healthy. 
Few children were able to speak about personal 
hygiene, and few children sang personal hygiene 
rhymes.



SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

PEG AND HAMMER/CHANNA POUNDING - 27.10.2023

Skill Development tasks develop fine and gross motor skills.
Children were given peg and hammer/Channa pounding
activities to improve their hand and eye coordination,
improve muscle strength, and improve cognitive skills.



GROUP ACTIVITY 
DOMESTIC AND WILD ANIMALS - 30.10.2023

Group activity gives a chance to children to work with a
group, it helps children socialize and communicate with
their peer group. It also helps the children to learn with
each other. In a group activity, children pasted colored
papers on all domestic and wild animals.



JR.KG

THEME: MARINE MANIA

Marine life, also known as sea life, or ocean life, is made
up of the plants, animals, and other organisms that live
in the salty water of the seas and oceans of Earth.
Without water, there is no life on Earth. Water has been
described by scientists as the universal solvent for its
ability to dissolve many substances and life to form. So
children in Junior Kindergarten learned about the
Sources of water, States of water, Water creatures,
Water games, and Water conservation this month.
,



ART AND CRAFT - MOBILES 

Seahorse / Clownfish - 03.10.2023
Arts and crafts are an essential part of the school’s curriculum.
Children were encouraged to do arts and crafts based on the theme
of marine mania. They made a sea horse and clown fish and
enjoyed it. Using glue they pasted foam cuttings on it. It enhances
them to have visualizing ability.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



BUNNY PROGRAMME – 04.10.23
TURN LEFT TURN RIGHT HALF SIT AND FREEZE GAME

Children stood in a circle formation, first children were instructed to know

which is right and left and trained children to do the left and right

movement. Children were standing in a circle. They were instructed to do

the left and right movements. The next activity was half sitting pose with

hands stretched while standing in a circle, and then they danced to the

music when the music stopped they froze for a moment. Children listen to

the count and jump 10 times the front.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



NO PLASTIC PROJECT – 05.10.23  
‘No plastic projects’ improves the understanding of the usage of
plastic. The teacher explained “What is recycling? What can be recycled

to avoid the usage of plastic?” Children sang the ‘No Plastic’ song and
identified the three R’s symbol. They were also taught to dispose of
waste to avoid pollution.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



TERM 2

INTRA-SCHOOL COMPETITION 
RHYMES RECITATION – 06.10.2023

Intra-competition for young children will increase 
vocabulary and help children assimilate language. It will 
also introduce children to Rhymes and promote singing 
skills. Kids with good rhyme and rhyming skills become
better readers and spellers because focusing on rhymes
helps them to improve their memory power in this
competition children were given rhymes like Grow Grow
Grow Your Plants, My Red Balloon, Bingo, Five Little
Monkeys, and they were encouraged to choose one
rhyme prepare good props related to that rhyme and
sing with voice modulation and expression.



JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



SPECIAL EVENT
GO FISH DAY – 09.10.2023 

Go Fish Day can serve as an educational opportunity for
young children to learn about different types of fish,
their habitats, and how to care for them. This event can
help develop children's knowledge, understanding, and
appreciation for aquatic life and the importance of
preserving aquatic ecosystems. Additionally, this event
can foster children's social and emotional development
by promoting empathy and kindness towards all living
creatures. Children were given fishing toys and each
child was given a chance to catch the fish toy. Children
did fish crafts for take away home.



JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



ART AND CRAFT - DRAWING  

Crab - 10.10.2023
Drawing develops fine motor skills, encourages visual analysis, helps
establish concentration, and improves coordination. Children drew a puffer
fish in the drawing session using different patterns like down curve,
upward curve, bumpety bump, and mountain patterns. This activity helped
children to use patterns creatively.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



ART AND CRAFT - SCRAPBOOK ACTIVITY

 JELLY FISH  - 11.10.2023
Scrap activity is a great way to harness children's creativity and let
their imagination flow. It enhances focus and coordination. In the
scrapbook, children stuck jellyfish cutouts using colorful foam
sheets they decorated it pretty well. Children were excited to see
the colorful jellyfish craft in their scrapbooks.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



SKILL DEVELOPMENT - 12.10.2023

Insert straw into holes

Squeeze the sponge to fill the cup with water 

Skill development provides vibrant exposure to the learners 
which indirectly helps them to gain self-esteem and build 
confidence and even determination in the child. The activity 
for this month is to squeeze the sponge to fill the cup with 
water and insert the straws into the holes. 

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
ETIQUETTES AND SKILLS - 12.10.2023

One of the benefits of inculcating manners and etiquette in a child
is that it develops a positive relationship with elders, peers,
cousins, etc. Human relationships are fundamental to life. The
teacher explained about asking permission and knocking on the
door in personality development. Few of the children dramatized
the situations like asking permission to take others’ things and
knocking on the door of a neighbor.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



NAVARATRI CELEBRATION  

17.10.2023
Navratri is a festival in India. Indians celebrate it for nine days and
here children learn about the cultural and religious festival.
Children participated in dance and songs that were related to
Navratri. They enjoyed the Golu arranged in school, even some kids
brought Golu dolls and contributed to school Golu.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



GROUP ACTIVITY 
DOMESTIC AND WILD ANIMALS - 26.10.2023

Group activities help children to coordinate and work with their
peer group. It is also a better way to learn from each other. In a
group activity, children did creative artwork under the topic of
sources of water, states of water, and water creatures. This activity
helped children to recollect the concepts they learned this month.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



GENERAL CLASS 
FLOAT AND SINK CONCEPT - 27.10.2023

The general class helps children to learn things in a small group.
They get to interact and socialize with others. In general class,
children learned the concepts of float and sink. They dropped
various objects like keys, leaves, pebbles, marbles, blocks, and
various other objects in a bowl of water and named the objects
that sunk and floated in the water. This activity helped the children
to learn that heavy objects will sink, and lightweight objects will
float in water.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



SR.KG

THEME: LIVING AND NON-LIVING THINGS

Teaching about living and non-living things is a crucial 

foundation for all life sciences, life cycles, biology, and 

ecology. Learning about living things is easy, but non-

living things are more abstract. Students learned to 

identify the characteristics of living and non-living 

things. Students can identify plants, animals, and people 

as living things and tables, chairs, and books as non-

living things.



ART AND CRAFT - MOBILES 

Kite / Butterfly - 03.10.2023
Paper crafts encourage children to draw, tear, glue, and paint, along with
several other exercises that promote dexterity. These activities develop
fine motor skills and strengthen their ability to concentrate for longer
periods. The children were happy with the mobile crafts.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



ART AND CRAFT - DRAWING  

Draw a Duck / Pencil - 04.10.2023
Drawing is an artistic pursuit and a means to acquire a range of skills that
are transferable to various areas of life and education.. Based on the theme 
the children were made to draw a duck for a living thing and a pencil for 
non living thing. The children understood the difference between living and 
non-living things. This develops the children’s focus along with their hand 
and eye coordination. 

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



NO PLASTIC PROJECT – 05.10.23  
Plastic recycling reduces the need to extract new, raw materials
from the earth as it reuses the stuff that's already processed and
protects natural resources. This can help reduce emissions of heat-
trapping gases into the atmosphere. It also prevents adding more
pollution to the land. What types of plastic were explained and what 
type of plastic can be recycled was demonstrated to the children. How we 
can reuse the plastic was explained. The children understood the concept 
of recycling the plastic.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



TERM 2

INTRA-SCHOOL COMPETITION 
STORYTELLING  – 06.10.2023

Storytelling encourages children to articulate and extend their
language learning ability develop self-confidence and public
speaking skills, enhance and improve listening and speaking skills,
and inspire students to adopt creative ways of speech delivery and
linguistic expressions.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



SPECIAL EVENT
ANIMAL WELFARE DAY – 09.10.2023 

Organizing Animal Welfare Day helps to create awareness about 
the importance of animals and promotes compassion and empathy 
towards animals. It also provides an opportunity for young children 
to learn about different animals and their habitats, and the 
importance of preserving and protecting them. 

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



BUNNY PROGRAMME – 10.10.23
TURN LEFT TURN RIGHT HALF SIT AND FREEZE GAME

Children stood in a circle formation, first children were instructed to know
which is right and left and trained children to do the left and right
movement. Children were standing in a circle. They were instructed to do
the left and right movements. The next activity was half sitting pose with
hands stretched while standing in a circle, and then they danced to the
music when the music stopped they froze for a moment. Children listen to
the count and jump 10 times the front.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



ART AND CRAFT - SCRAPBOOK ACTIVITY

 HEN  - 11.10.2023
Scrapwork helps the children paste the cutout of the paper stick on the

book, based on the theme, the palm image of the hen was made as 
a craft. Children stuck the image on the scrap book they enjoyed 
the activity. This develops their hand and eye coordination.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

MEMORY GAME AND THREADING - 12.10.2023

Skill development helps build a strong foundation for children at
the school level. It helps build self-confidence and testing skills. The
children enjoyed the memory game. The activity of threading was 
conducted and knotting and releasing the knot was taught to the 
children. The next session was finding the same image, the children 
enjoyed playing this activity. 

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
RIGHT POSTURE SITTING, EATING, AND SLEEPING -

13.10.2023
The children learned the right postures for sitting, eating, and sleeping. The 

right posture to lie down is to lie on your back, this gives relaxation to your 

backbone. The next right posture is to crawl while lying down. The right 

posture while eating is to sit back straight and bend down front to eat. This 

helps with proper intake and digestion. The children were encouraged to 

sit straight in the classroom.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



NAVARATRI CELEBRATION  

17.10.2023
Navaratri is a festival that is celebrated in India for nine days and is 
a time to honor the divine feminine, also known as Devi or Shakti. 
Navaratri is celebrated to learn about and appreciate the cultural 
and religious heritage of India. During the festival, children 
participate in various activities such as dances, music, and crafts 
that are related to Navaratri. They learned about the significance of 
the festival and its various rituals, such as fasting, worship, and 
offerings. 

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



GROUP ACTIVITY 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF PLANTS - 26.10.2023

Group activities improve social skills, and new friendship, promotes
self-esteem, develop patience, develop teamwork, make kids
happier, enhances the sharing quality, and show empathy toward
others. Children enjoyed sticking the paper for group activity and
learned the plants like creepers, and shrub climber trees.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



GENERAL CLASS - 27.10.2023 
The life cycle of butterfly, frog, and human 

Children learned the life cycle of a butterfly, frog, plant, and
human. The butterfly life cycle is a fun and creative way to get
young learners to know about science. The butterfly life cycle is a
clear example of the process of metamorphosis. It can help children
understand how some living things grow and change.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



INTRA 

COMPETITIONS



CLASS - NURSERY

TOPIC  - COLOURING 

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE – MOHAMED ZOHAAN NAZZAR

2. SECOND PLACE – PRANAVI. K.P

3. THIRD PLACE – NEYAN.S                                                   



CLASS – JR.KG A

TOPIC  - RHYME TIME 

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE – S.KRITHVIK 

2. SECOND PLACE – BOOMIK.M

3. THIRD PLACE – IKSHVAAKU.T.R.S                                



CLASS – JR.KG B

TOPIC  - RHYME TIME 

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE – ADRIAN DAVIS 

2. SECOND PLACE – HIKMATH  FATHIMA 

3. THIRD PLACE – AADHIRA                                



CLASS – JR.KG C

TOPIC  - RHYME TIME 

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE – VIHAAN RAGHAVENDRA.V 

2. SECOND PLACE – TAKSHVE.V 

3. THIRD PLACE – JHANVI.K.A                                



CLASS – SR.KG A

TOPIC  - STORY TELLING 

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE – RAGHAV SANKAR.S 

2. SECOND PLACE – ARAVINDH SRINIVAS.V

3. THIRD PLACE – KESHINI VENGATRAMAN                                 



CLASS – SR.KG B

TOPIC  - STORY TELLING 

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE – MOHAMED HAYYAN NAZZAR

2. SECOND PLACE – SRINIDHI.G

3. THIRD PLACE – THUHIRA PRAKASHKUMAR                                 



SAN ACADEMY
K A M A K O T I  N A G A R

GALAXY 5 STAR - 48
OCTOBER  2023 

- Elizabeth Warren

A good education is a 
foundation for a better 
future.



SPECIAL 
EVENTS





SEVENTH ANNUAL DAY OF SAN ACADEMY KAMAKOTI

NAGAR

“Entertainment is the key to connecting souls and spreading joy.”

The special and memorable occasion of San Academy Kamakoti

Nagar's Annual Cultural Fest was celebrated on 14 and 28 October

2023 in a grand manner at Anna Centenary Auditorium where the

enchantment unfolded and transported the audience to another

world! The event was held in installments of four, across two days,

each focusing on a particular theme. Every one of the episodes had

powerful opening dances and finale that accomplished a sense of

fulfillment. The welcome speech was always followed by the San

Band which set the tempo for the morning/evening. The visual

treat that emerged had the audience glued to their seat. The theme

for the Nursery and Kindergarten was "Mosaic Mania". As

photographic mosaic is a picture that has been divided into many

sections, each of which is replaced with another photograph that

matches the target photo, their Annual Day was an amalgam of

various sub-topics resulting in a grand result. Their canvas

included classical, salsa, hip hop, waltz, Mexican dance, Samba

and rock and roll. We were transported to the world of the

enchanted forest, fairy land, fantasy carnival and the circus. We

had a peek at their beach party, met with robots, and super heroes

like Spiderman, Superman, Supergirl, Captain America, Captain

Marvel, Hulk, the Mythological characters and Legends from the

Norse Mythology. The audience was taken on a space adventure

too.



The theme for Classes I & II was "Fashion Fiesta". The entire

programme embarked on a captivating journey through the ever-

evolving world of style and they celebrated the fascinating

history and transformation of fashion. Witnessing the agenda had

everyone understand that fashion isn't just about what we wear;

but it's a reflection of the times we live in and the changes we

embrace. There was a good supporting explanation of how

accessories have always played a pivotal role in defining our

personal style, adding character to our outfits. We were

enlightened to the fact that clothing, a canvas for self-expression,

has evolved from the traditional to the contemporary. The

diverse settings enthralled the spectators, with scenes from a

winter wonderland and jungle safari, to a glow party, the Wild

West, outer space, and beneath the sea. With each transition, one

could witness participants donning a variety of costumes, each

accentuated by carefully selected accessories.It was a journey

from the vintage era to the futuristic, introducing us to rock stars,

mermaids, and astronauts. Classes 3 to 5 chose the theme "G20 -

Bridging Nations, Shaping the World", as a tribute to the

recently concluded G20 Summit held at Delhi.which has been

ambitious, inclusive, determined and action-oriented. This vision

seems to have taken root in the organizers' mind in planning the

topics for each programme, which included G 20 Anthem,

cultural fusion and also peaceful harmonies.



The themes that were on discussion during the summit have

been portrayed in their programs. Social issues like

Environmental awareness, Women empowerment, Healthcare,

Eradication of poverty, Education for all, were represented too.

Inclusion, Sports, Digital revolution, Trade and Commerce were

not left behind. The Needs of the hour like Energy conservation,

Climate change, Ocean conservation, Unity (with the Russian-

Ukraine conflict in mind) were also sketched along with dance

of gratitude, street of carnivals, dances of leadership, of

innovation and of hope. Finally the theme for classes 6 to 12 was

"Two Sides of a Coin". Each and every programme made one

realise that we need to experience bad things in order to

understand good things in life, that both go hand in hand. The

point that if everything was hunky dory you will never value the

things you have and feel blessed to have it in your life, was

strongly portrayed. The students drove home the point that there

was no good without the bad, no joy without sorrow, no peace

without war, and there definitely couldn't be love without the

sour taste of hate. You had to know what one felt like to fully

experience and appreciate the other. Some of the topics under he

scanner were: Friendship-Enmity; Grace-Harshness; Perception-

Reality; Physical-Mental Health, to name a few. The English

play "Good and Evil" and the mime "Order and Chaos"

integrated well into the event and provided support to the dances

to make the entertainment wholesome. While the students did

the anchoring for each programme, giving an accurate

description, there was sufficient support from the teachers too.



The props displayed were striking. The backdrop was changed

according to the topics. In appreciation of the remarkable

performance in the academic field and those who were regular

to school, the students were facilitated. Teachers who had

completed their 5 year tenure were also recognized. The

Annual Report was substantiated by PPT with ample

photographsThe Chief Guests were some distinguished

personalities like Mrs. Gayathri Jagan Mohan, correspondent

at SAHASRAS School, Founder Chairman, of Sahasras

Educational Trust, and Founder President, of Dhrishyaa

Charitable Trust, Mrs. Lalitha Dinesh the Academic Director

at Zing Teacher Training Academy, Dr. Maheshwari

Natarajan, Director AM Jain School and actor Mr. Bharath

from the cine field.When the day ended, the teachers, students

and the supporting staff were deeply content with the standing

ovation they received for the mind-blowing performances and

also the praise they received from the Chief Guests and the

audience. Hats off to all those who made the day a memorable

one. Incredible success! The performance of children had us

mesmerized. The teachers, choreographers, and the students

have put their hearts and souls to make this day a day to

remember. It is rightly said, “Days are not lost when memories

are created”





















Our Class 12 students of San Academy kamakoti Nagar took a

step towards mindfulness and mental fitness at the "Mindful

Walkathon" organized by the Chennai Corporation.🌿🌳

On October 1st, 2023, we gathered at the serene Ecopark in

Chetpet to walk, reflect, and promote well-being. Stay tuned for

more moments of mindfulness!💆♂️💆♀️



ALL 
  FAITH                      
PRAYER
On the beautiful morning of October 4th, 2023, the students of

San Academy Kamakoti Nagar embarked on a remarkable

journey that blended spirituality, personality development, and

a fervent desire for a harmonious world. Their collective

efforts were a testament to the idea that spiritual development

is not apart from everyday life but an integral part of it.

The day began with an event that showcased the diverse

tapestry of beliefs within our school community. Our All-Faith

Prayer was a heartwarming display of unity, where students

from various faiths and backgrounds came together to share

their prayers and thoughts. This unique activity played a

pivotal role in fostering interfaith tolerance among our young

members, helping them understand and respect the beliefs of

others. It served as a reminder that our differences are a source

of strength, not division.



Under the topic of Personality Development, the children of San

Academy Kamakoti Nagar learned a valuable lesson in

selflessness. They discovered that being helpful extends far

beyond the boundaries of the classroom. The students were

encouraged to assist their parents at home, lending a hand with

household chores and responsibilities. In the classroom, they

embraced the role of helpful friends, assisting one another in

organizing their materials, arranging bags, and ensuring that

everyone felt supported in their educational journey.

Furthermore, they extended their helpfulness to their teachers,

creating an environment of collaboration and respect.

But the day's activities did not end there. With a fervent desire

for peace burning within their hearts, the students of San

Academy Kamakoti Nagar took to the streets in a rally for

peace. This remarkable display of unity and commitment to a

peaceful world was a sight to behold. Carrying banners and

symbols of peace, they marched together, spreading a message

of harmony and understanding to all who crossed their path.

Their voices echoed with hope, and their actions spoke volumes

about their dedication to creating a better world for all.

In the end, the day was not just about prayers, personality

development, or a rally for peace; it was a celebration of the

spirit of San Academy Kamakoti Nagar. It was a reminder that

young people, when guided with wisdom and compassion, can

play a pivotal role in shaping a brighter and more harmonious

future for all.















NAVARATRI 

CELEBRATIONS



The much-awaited festival Navratri, is one of the major festivals 

celebrated all over India, The festival is held in honour of divine 

feminine. It is essentially a nine-day festival where different nine 

forms of the Devi Durga (Goddess) are worshipped. The festival 

is generally celebrated in the month of September or October. It 

often ends with the Dussehra (also called Vijayadashami) 

celebration on the 10th day. The prayer, chanting, and meditation 

performed during Navratri connect us with our soul. Getting in 

touch with the soul invokes positive qualities within us and 

destroys laziness, pride, obsession and cravings.

 Kindergarten of San Academy Kamakoti Nagar, celebrated 

Navaratri on Tuesday the 27th September with a variety of  

cultural programme . The children were dressed up in traditional 

attire for the occasion, The celebration began with an invocation 

to Goddess Saraswathi by the teacher and children, followed  by 

a tableau and dance on Goddesses Durga ,Lakshmi,Sarawathi by 

our little Sannites and songs on Navrathri and Bommai by the 

kutties. Teachers explained the significance about Navaratri ,its 

importance and different ways the festival is   celebrated across 

India.

It was indeed an enriching experience for the Children of 

Kindergarten in understanding the essence of Navratri and the 

traditional finery of the festivals.    

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Dussehra








SAN GOLU FEST 2023











SAN ACADEMY KAMAKOTI NAGAR

SAN GOLU CONTEST 2023 FIRST PRIZE – 
                                              Parent of M. Vijaya Dharan of IX A



SAN ACADEMY KAMAKOTI NAGAR

SAN GOLU CONTEST 2023 SECOND PRIZE – 
                                              Parent of K.G. Shashaank of IX D



SAN ACADEMY KAMAKOTI NAGAR

SAN GOLU CONTEST 2023 THIRD PRIZE – 
                                              Parent of A. Shripaadh of III B



CSSC ZONE 4

BEST TEACHER

AWARD



CSSC Zone 4 Best Teacher Award Programme, an event dedicated

to recognizing and celebrating the outstanding contributions of

educators within our school and across different institutions. This

momentous occasion took place right on 9.10.2023. We honored

the exceptional teachers who have been nominated for their

dedication, innovation, and impact on the lives of their students.

Esteemed principals from various schools graced the occasion with

their presence.



CBSE ZONAL LEVEL    

SKATING 

TOURNAMENT

2023



“Skating is an amazing form of self-expression”

San Academy Kamakoti Nagar proudly hosted the CBSE Zonal

Level Skating tournament 2023-24 (South Zone 1) from 19th to

22nd of October 2023. More than 3000 plus students, across various

age-groups, from over 600 schools from Puduchery, Andhra

Pradesh, Telengana and Tamil Nadu showcased their sports

efficiency.

The honoured guest for the inaugural function was Ms. M. S.

Sumathy (Thamizhachi Thangapandian), MP South Chennai

Constituency, who was accompanied by Mr. Aravind Ramesh,

MLA. The other dignitaries on the dais were Mrs. Ganga Natarajan

Principal, San Academy Kamakoti nagar and Mr. Raju Treasurer

TNRSA. The smooth conduct of the event, according to the

guidelines set by the CBSE, was overseen by CBSE Observer Mr. D.

Ramu, Chief Referee Mr. Bharat T.M.C, and officials from the

Roller skating federation of India(RSFI).

The teamwork, harmony and the unity amongst the teachers, non-

teaching staff and the support staff of San Academy Kamakoti nagar

was obvious to all as they moved from registration counter to

reaching the skating rink. It was a tremendous opportunity for the

entire team to mastermind this incredibly orchestrated event.

The Sports infrastructure was provided by Sportify Sports Arena,

Medavakkam.

TNSRA Vice President Mr. Vijay and Zonal in charge Mr. Muthu

Pandi were also present to provide assistance. Organizer’s efforts

were appreciated by everyone involved in the tournament, from

coaches, participants to spectators.



Skating is the epitome of hard work and dedication, balance and

agility, and the event helped develop respect and love for this

lovely and vigorous sport. The environment was conductive to

instill a zeal to compete as one could witness the zooming skaters

rolled on their skates and showcased their stability, concentration,

discipline and talent

The presence of enthusiasm and sportsmanship on the skating

rink, observed by the volunteers stationed at strategic points for

help, was a boost for them as it provided a valuable insight on

how they could make the tournament a memorable one.

First aid facility with Ambulance and 24x7 para medical staff was

provided by Kaveri Hospital, for any immediate emergencies.

The hospitality and generosity by the organizers delighted every

one present and this was duly possible due to the tireless efforts

put in by the staff of San Academy KKN with organizational

skills and attention to detail.

Champions of today are the leaders of tomorrow. The students

placed in the first two places move to the National level

competition.





THEMATIC 
ASSEMBLIES

GRADE  1 TO 5



WORLD ANIMAL WELFARE DAY

World Animal Welfare Day is annually observed on 4th

October. It focuses on the importance of animal lives

and signifies how essential animals are for the globe.

Every year the day is commemorated with a particular

theme, it is an initiative taken to spread the awareness

on care, love and protection of animals. Children of

class 2 spoke about their pet animals like cat, dog,

birds etc., teacher explained about the importance of

animals and why do we celebrate world animal welfare

day and advised children to show love and care

towards animals



Gandhi Jayanti, celebrated on October 2nd every year, is a day of

profound significance for the people of India and, indeed, for the

entire world. It marks the birthday of one of the most iconic and

revered figures in history, Mahatma Gandhi. The man who led

India’s non-violent struggle for independence from British rule,

Gandhi’s legacy continues to resonate deeply with people from all

walks of life. As we approach Gandhi Jayanti 2023, it’s not just a

day to remember a historical figure; it’s a day to reflect on his

teachings, his principles, and their enduring relevance in our

complex and interconnected world.

We will delve into the historical context that shaped Gandhi’s life

and his path towards becoming the ‘Father of the Nation’ in India.

His philosophy of non-violence or ‘Satyagraha’ and his

unwavering commitment to civil rights and social justice continue

to inspire individuals and movements worldwide. In an era

marked by strife and conflict, Gandhi’s principles remain a

guiding light, urging us to seek peaceful solutions to the world’s

most pressing problems.

Join us in this exploration of Gandhi Jayanti 2023 as we pay

tribute to the man who showed the world the power of truth, love,

and non-violence. Let us delve into his life, his legacy, and the

enduring importance of his message for a better, more just world.

GANDHI JAYANTHI CELEBRATION



CLASS IV E 



CLASS IV E 



The purpose of World Post Day is to create awareness of 

the role of the postal sector in people’s and businesses’ 

everyday lives and its contribution to the social and 

economic development of countries. The assembly with 

the theme “World post day” for class VII and VIII 

encouraged the children to be aware of the role of people 

connected with postal services.

Children highlighted that postal services have a very big 

contribution to the development of business and economic 

activities. Life saving medicines  and essential 

equipment’s are delivered on time to remote corners by 

postal department.

Children wrote an informal letter to their friend about 

lockdown and its impact and they read the letter written to 

their friend.

WORLD POST DAY



CLASS V A 



CLASS V A 



CLASS V A 





CLASS V C 



CLASS V C 



CLASS V C 



CLASS V C 



THEMATIC 
ASSEMBLIES

GRADE  6 TO 8



WORLD HABITAT DAY 

A river is more than an amenity, it is a treasure. Last

Sunday in the month of September is celebrated as World

Rivers Day. This special day celebrates the rivers and

highlights the importance of rivers. To raise

awareness about rivers in order to save them, “WORLD

HABITAT DAY” has been celebrated in our school. Our

unstoppable children of classes 4 and 5 participated in all

activities with a flow-like river. Children came up with

beautiful posters and slogans about the river and explained

its importance. They took a pledge to preserve the veins of

our world for our future generation. Let our encouragement

flow like an endless river to nurture our little treasures







UNITED NATIONS DAY

The United Nations is our one great hope for a peaceful

and free world. United Nations Day is an annual

commemorative day, reflecting the official creation of

the United Nations on 24 October 1945. In 1947,

the United Nations General Assembly declared 24

October, the anniversary of the Charter of the United

Nations, as which "shall be devoted to making known

to the people of the world the aims and achievements

of the United Nations and to gaining their support for"

its work. To educate our children about the functions of

UNO, this beautiful assembly was conducted to classes

4 and 5 children with the theme – UNITED

NATIONS DAY on the third week of September. Our

responsible roses did an amazing assembly and took

the pledge to keep peace among their surroundings.

The peace-makers from classes 4 and 5 explained the

functions of UNO and ABOUT UNITY IS

STRENGTH.



CLASS VI B 



World Students Day, observed on October 15 each year, is

a day dedicated to commemorating the birth anniversary of

the late Indian President, Dr. A.PJ. Abdul Kalam. This day

is a tribute to his remarkable contributions to education

and his unwavering commitment to the welfare of children

and students across India and the world. In 2023, World

Students Day takes on special significance as we celebrate

the 92nd birth anniversary of the A.P.J. Abdul Kalam. The

theme for World Students Day 2023 is “FAIL: stands for

First Attempt in Learning.” This theme, introduced by

the Ministry of Education and the Government of

India, aims to motivate students to embrace failure as a

learning experience and continue their educational journey.

WORLD STUDENTS DAY



CLASS VI  A





CLASS 1 & 2

• Jute craft
• Backward spelling
• Count and make change
• Warli art
• Laundry skill
• The magical cup











CLASS 3 TO 5

• Communication 
skill development

• RUBIK CUBE AND 
• BLOCK    PRINTING









CLASS 6 TO 8

• BAKING 

• ROBOTICS











INTRA 

COMPETITIONS



TOPIC: MY FAVOURITE IN HOME TOWN

CLASS I A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- MANJU SHREE

2. SECOND PLACE- DHEEKSHIKA SHREE

3. THIRD PLACE- HARSHIV





TOPIC: MY FAVOURITE IN HOME TOWN

CLASS I B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- GANISHK

2. SECOND PLACE- SAHIDHYA

3. THIRD PLACE- DAKSHAN





TOPIC: MY FAVOURITE IN HOME TOWN

CLASS I C

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- JAYESHWIKA

2. SECOND PLACE- SHAVANYA

3. THIRD PLACE- AARADHANA





TOPIC: MY FAVOURITE IN HOME TOWN

CLASS II A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- VISHNURAM V

2. SECOND PLACE- ILAN

3. THIRD PLACE- KAVINAYA VIVEK ANANDH





TOPIC: MY FAVOURITE IN HOME TOWN

CLASS II B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- LAKSHANA P.K

2. SECOND PLACE- ANU K

3. THIRD PLACE- AADHAN PRANAV J





TOPIC: MY FAVOURITE IN HOME TOWN

CLASS II C

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- GADDIEL YAGIL A

2. SECOND PLACE- SAGANA

3. THIRD PLACE- NILANI S





TOPIC: MY FAVOURITE IN HOME TOWN

CLASS II D

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- PRITHVI TEMBHRE

2. SECOND PLACE- PRANAV AADVIK C

3. THIRD PLACE- DEVANANDHA SHIJEN





TOPIC: FUNNY JOKES WITH ANSWERS

CLASS III A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- MAANIKA

2. SECOND PLACE- KRISIKA

3. THIRD PLACE- SUGANYA SREE





TOPIC: FUNNY JOKES WITH ANSWERS

CLASS III B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- SRISHA

2. SECOND PLACE- GAURAV 

3. THIRD PLACE- PRATHIKSHA





TOPIC: FUNNY JOKES WITH ANSWERS

CLASS III C

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- JEYASHREE SHIVANI

2. SECOND PLACE- HARPITA

3. THIRD PLACE- SRISANJANA





TOPIC: FUNNY JOKES WITH ANSWERS

CLASS III D

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- DHISHWANTH

2. SECOND PLACE- SUBHIKSHA

3. THIRD PLACE- KEERTHIKSHREENIVAS





TOPIC: FUNNY JOKES WITH ANSWERS

CLASS III E

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- AVYUHT .V

2. SECOND PLACE- PRANITH .G.M

3. THIRD PLACE- AHALYA SHRI





TOPIC: ENGLISH PUZZLE WITH ANSWERS

CLASS IV A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- SANA HARIHARAN

2. SECOND PLACE- AKSHITA . S

3. THIRD PLACE- SHRUTHI .V





TOPIC: ENGLISH PUZZLE WITH ANSWERS

CLASS IV B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- GOWRI KRISHNA

2. SECOND PLACE- JADEN JOY

3. THIRD PLACE- NIRANJANA





TOPIC: ENGLISH PUZZLE WITH ANSWERS

CLASS IV C

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- TANSHIKA HARINI

2. SECOND PLACE- VISHAL

3. THIRD PLACE- ALFRED GERARD .V





TOPIC: ENGLISH PUZZLE WITH ANSWERS

CLASS IV D

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- PRAKRITI MADHAVAN 

2. SECOND PLACE- ADHITI ARUNKUMAR 

3. THIRD PLACE- IBRAR KHAN





TOPIC: ENGLISH PUZZLE WITH ANSWERS

CLASS IV E

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- JEEVANI

2. SECOND PLACE- MANIMEKALAI

3. THIRD PLACE- NIVITHA .V





TOPIC: ESSAY WRITING

CLASS V A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- ADITI J

2. SECOND PLACE- SAI THANISHKA V R

3. THIRD PLACE- DHANAVASYA S K





TOPIC: ESSAY WRITING

CLASS V B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- KANISHKA M

2. SECOND PLACE- AADRA JAGAN 

3. THIRD PLACE- NIRANJANA MENON 





TOPIC: ESSAY WRITING

CLASS V C

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- PRANAV .S

2. SECOND PLACE- NISHANTH .S

3. THIRD PLACE- SAI VIKASH D.V





TOPIC: ESSAY WRITING

CLASS V D

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- SMRITHAA .B

2. SECOND PLACE- SIDDARTH .S

3. THIRD PLACE- AADHAV





TOPIC: POETRY WRITING

CLASS VI A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- KRITHIKA.B

2. SECOND PLACE- JANANI.B

3. THIRD PLACE- MUKILAN.S.





TOPIC: POETRY WRITING

CLASS VI B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- TANSHIKA.S

2. SECOND PLACE- VARSHA SREE.S.V

3. THIRD PLACE- CHINTANA SHRI.V





TOPIC: POETRY WRITING

CLASS VI C

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- ADHVIK R

2. SECOND PLACE- SHAYAN 

3. THIRD PLACE- SREE HARINI G





TOPIC: POETRY WRITING

CLASS VII A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- SHRUTHI 

2. SECOND PLACE- BHARATHI

3. THIRD PLACE- NITHISH





TOPIC: POETRY WRITING

CLASS VII B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- PADMAVARSHINI

2. SECOND PLACE- SREERAG SREEJAY

3. THIRD PLACE- SANA TASMEEN





TOPIC: POETRY WRITING

CLASS VII C

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- NAGASARIKSHA

2. SECOND PLACE- HARSHA TK

3. THIRD PLACE- MUKUND SUBRAMANIAN 





TOPIC: POETRY WRITING

CLASS VIII A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- ADITHI GNANASEKARAN

2. SECOND PLACE- S.SANDHYA

3. THIRD PLACE- HASITANJINI





TOPIC: POETRY WRITING

CLASS VIII B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- AVANTIKA 

2. SECOND PLACE- JESI DEBORAH 

3. THIRD PLACE- SADHANA





TOPIC: COMIC WRITING

CLASS IX A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- SRIYA SREEJAY 

2. SECOND PLACE- SANJHNA . S 

3. THIRD PLACE- SAMHITA KOLLI





TOPIC: COMIC WRITING

CLASS IX B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- ABINAYA.K 

2. SECOND PLACE- LEKHA.R

3. THIRD PLACE- MEENAKSHI SUNDARI .K.M





TOPIC: COMIC WRITING

CLASS IX C

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- KARTHIK SIVAKUMAR

2. SECOND PLACE- MAHATI MANIKANDAN

3. THIRD PLACE- AVINASH MENON





TOPIC: COMIC WRITING

CLASS IX D

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- YASHITHA  

2. SECOND PLACE- DEEBIKA

3. THIRD PLACE- TAMIZH





TOPIC: COMIC WRITING

CLASS X A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- ANANYA  

2. SECOND PLACE- PARINITA.G

3. THIRD PLACE- SANTHOSH. Y





TOPIC: COMIC WRITING

CLASS X B 

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- VETHAVARNA

2. SECOND PLACE- DHARSHINI

3. THIRD PLACE- PADHMAJA





TOPIC: COMIC WRITING

CLASS X C

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- HANISHKA SHRENG

2. SECOND PLACE- JEJASWIN.R

3. THIRD PLACE- JENIKA.S





STARS 
OF THE MONTH



Very Happy to share that our PET Teacher Mr. 

Manikandan  received the Best Teacher Award 

from CBSE South Cluster Zone 4 on October 9, 

2023 . We are proud of him



STARS 
OF THE MONTH

Sailesh Kumar and Krithika.S from Class X , has 
participated in ParikshaPe Charcha 2023 
competitions and received appreciation 
certificate from Prime minister office.



STARS 
OF THE MONTH

Kavin.P from 2C, has won first prize in the 

42nd India National Abacus Competition, 
organized by Brain O Brain Feat 2023.



STARS 
OF THE MONTH

Mayomi Arun of Class 2B has won Gold medal in 200 

mts and Silver medal in 600 mts in the Chennai District 

Roller Skating Association ( CDRSA) .



STARS 
OF THE MONTH

Karthik Sivakumar of Class 9C has received a winner 

certificate of India's Top Young Problem solvers and 

prizes such as the winner trophy, Echodot Alexa device , 

Smart watch device for your excellence from HCL



STARS 
OF THE MONTH

Siddharth . S of Class 5D has won silver medal in 

rink -3(1000mts) organised by CBSE South Zone 

Skating tournament and got selected for cbse 

nationals



STARS 
OF THE MONTH

Lekha of Class 5D has won gold medal in 800 mts 

under 14 in the CBSE Zonal Level Athletic 

Tournament 2023 and Selected for Nationals.
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